
Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


From: Louis Uccellini - NOAA Federal


Sent: Saturday, September 7, 2019 10:56 AM


To: Kerry Emanuel


Bcc: louis.uccellini@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: NWS


Kerry: I can trust you to keep this between me and you.


Thanks for your note. We are carefully threading a needle here.  Mary and I will put out an all hands

today. We are calling individual MICs And I am scheduled to open the NWA meeting in Alabama

Monday and have an employee meeting there. And then visit the Birmingham, Huntsville and

Nashville WFOs. The needle hole is pretty small. But rest assured the men and women in the NWS

come first  in our minds. (not the models).  And also note, that the message was not signed. That

means something that will eventually come out (maybe in the history books). In any event, the

tragedy is multi dimensional as the NOAA team has been good for the NWS (as has the Hill), and

many of them are reeling as well. In any event, still standing and trying to take long view to insure we

 are ready for next event (tropical) and ongoing event (California Fire).  And of course, maintain our

integrity.  Still pine for the days where we argued over and discussed dynamic process and resulting

severe weather cases.   Louis


--
Dr. Louis W. Uccellini, Director

NOAA/National Weather Service

1 325 East West Highway

Silver Spring, MD  2091 0

301 .71 3.9095


On Sep 7, 201 9, at 8:23 AM, Kerry Emanuel <emanuel@mit.edu> wrote:


Hi Louis:   What NOAA did last night was pretty unconscionable. I wonder if you would

consider making a public statement that the NWS supports its forecasters and praising

them for the terrific job they did in forecasting Dorian.


All the best,  Kerry


___________________________________________________________________________


Kerry A. Emanuel                                 Professor of Atmospheric Science

Rm 54-1 81 4, MIT                                 Phone: (61 7) 253-2462

77 Mass. Ave.                                       Fax:      (61 7) 324-2055

Cambridge, MA  021 39                        Email: emanuel@mit.edu

Web:  https://emanuel.mit.edu

___________________________________________________________________________
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